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Front-line operations demand
live access to video feeds - so why
settle for record-only body-worn
cameras when for a comparable
price you can also get reliable,
secure real-time streaming –
wherever the location.
Know where assets are deployed
and see what they see with
ultra-reliable video streaming
and live GPS data from EdgeVis
Body Worn cameras – even when
network conditions are poor.
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SEE WHAT
THEY SEE
LIVE.

EdgeVis Body Worn is ideally suited
to mission-critical surveillance by law
enforcement, border security, and defence
organisations, as well as emergency
responders, transportation agencies and
commercial security/communications services
providers.
EdgeVis mobile cameras allow viewers to
access full HD stills of any moment in the
video stream to determine structural safety,
assess fires, and provide any other advice
relevant to an emergency. At the same time
the viewer maintains situational awareness
with continuous access to the live stream from
the camera.
Commanders in the field and other authorised
users can be given access to the video in
real-time and while on the move. Having
a view of the scene beforehand can be the
difference between arriving prepared or
needing to spend time assessing a situation on
arrival, which can introduce critical delays to
operations.
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The EdgeVis mobile distribution
platform features:
• Body-worn devices and smartphone
applications
• Resilient and secure streaming of real-time
video and audio over low bandwidth cellular
and Wi-Fi networks
• Seamless incorporation into world-leading
VMS systems
• Secure local recording of high-definition
video, audio and other data for forensic and
evidential use
• Re-distribution of surveillance content
to multiple operators simultaneously,
including to mobile devices

SAFER.
STRONGER.
MORE SECURE.
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EdgeVis Body Worn offers vital situational awareness with secure,
real-time streaming from wherever the assignment dictates. It
provides access to live or recorded video while personnel are still out
in the field – putting decision-makers firmly in control and enabling an
immediate informed response.

TRULY UNIQUE
STREAMING ABILITY.

SECURE
RECORDING.

COMBINE WITH
FACIAL RECOGNITION
Aaran Torres; Watch list: BH13

Delivering live video from
anywhere to anywhere

Full resolution recording on-device
for forensic and evidential use

Facial recognition wherever
and whenever it’s needed

EdgeVis Body Worn is designed for mobile,
real-time video streaming, addressing
variability in networks and high levels
of scene motion, which can render
conventional solutions unusable.

Capture, enhance and share operational data
such as stills and video in real time even when
network conditions are poor.

Recognise persons of interest at any time
and anywhere with SmartVis Identifier, our
live facial recognition system for body-worn
cameras.

Our solution has the unique ability to
transmit usable surveillance on almost any
network, maintaining a constant frame rate
without latency image break-up.
Manage data costs. Use around 60% less
bandwidth compared to other standardsbased systems.

Extract high-res images to scrutinise
individuals/areas of interest, while still
accessing live video. Simple download tool
allows ease of central archiving.
Comprehensive evidence-management
solution stores video and audio with strong
security.

Real-time checks against multiple watchlists
and databases can now be yours wherever
and whenever you need it – thanks to our
cutting-edge video analytics and EdgeVis Live,
the world’s most efficient mobile streaming
solution.

Includes incident-creation tools to build cases,
advanced video-management tools to find
relevant footage quickly plus redaction tools.
Back-end interface with facial recognition,
automatic number plate recognition and other
analytics.

Contact Digital Barriers or your local reseller
for further details on our solutions

www.digitalbarriers.com
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